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Abstract
The process-oriented design and implementation of concurrent systems have important advantages. However, it is challenging to
verify the consistency of process communications between the design and the implementation. To deal with such a challenge,
we construct a formal framework for designing, implementing and verifying the consistency of process communications. In this
framework, we use Failures in Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP), Erasmus and Category Theory as the foundation. The
framework is illustrated by using a running example.
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1. Introduction
Process-oriented approach is a necessary concept for designing and implementing concurrent systems1. However,
design and implementation are usually at diﬀerent levels of abstraction in software development process. It is chal-
lenging to incorporate knowledge and experience to control the consistency between those phases2. To deal with this,
veriﬁcation plays a critical role in checking the consistency between design and implementation of a concurrent sys-
tem3. Research4,5 used category theory, dataﬂow and traces of processes to explore approaches that may address that
challenge. As a continuation, this paper uses failures to verify the consistency of process communications between
design and implementation of concurrent systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides background knowledge and related work on
the Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP), the process-oriented programming language Erasmus, and category
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theory. In Section 3, the categorical framework is introduced for formally designing, implementing, and verifying
concurrent systems. In section 4, each step in that framework is applied to a running example. Section 5 concludes
our paper and suggests directions for future research.
2. Background and Related Work
In this section, the background and related work on our research are introduced.
2.1. Communicating Sequential Processes
Process algebra has been developed to model concurrent systems by describing algebras of communicating pro-
cesses. CSP is a process algebra that formally models concurrent systems by events6,7. It has been widely used to
specify, design and implement concurrent systems. In CSP, a process is deﬁned as (alphabet, failures, divergences)6,7.
If a process is assumed not to become chaos, (alphabet, failures) is enough to describe safety and liveness of the pro-
cess1. Several operators are deﬁned to describe the relationships between processes. Given two processes P and Q,
CSP can calculate sequence P ;Q, deterministic choice P  Q, non-deterministic choice P  Q, parallel execution
P ‖ Q, and iteration, using the recursion operator μP : A · F(P).
Traces, failures and divergences with operations on processes are used to analyze the liveness and correctness of
processes1. Besides, traces are used to verify process communications between design and implementation5.
2.2. Erasmus
Process-oriented programming is predicted to be the next programming paradigm1,8. The foundation of process-
oriented programming is process algebra9. Erasmus is a process-oriented programming language based on CSP
but with some diﬀerences8. An Erasmus program consists of cells, processes, ports, protocols and channels . A cell,
containing a collection of one or more processes or cells, provides the structuring mechanism for an Erasmus program.
A process is a self-contained entity which performs computations, and communicates with other processes through its
ports. A port, which is of a type of protocol, serves as an interface of a process for sending and receiving messages. A
protocol speciﬁes the type and the orderings of messages that can be sent and received by the ports of the type of this
protocol. A channel, which is of a type of protocol, links two ports and so enables two processes to communicate.
Some research is proposed to study communications in Erasmus, which includes constructing a fair protocol that
allows arbitrary, nondeterministic communication between processes 10, and building a static analyzer to detect com-
munication errors between processes11.
2.3. Category Theory
Due to its abstractness and generality, category theory has led to its use as a conceptual framework in many
areas of computer science12 and software engineering13. It is suggested that category theory can be helpful towards
discovering and verifying connections in diﬀerent areas, while preserving structures in those areas14. In software
engineering, category theory is proposed as an approach to formalizing reﬁnement from design to implementation15.
Speciﬁcally, for modeling concurrency, category theory is used to model, analyze, and compare Transition Systems,
Trace Languages, Event Structures, Petri nets, and other classical models of concurrency16. However, to the best of
our knowledge, there is no such kind of categorical framework for verifying the consistency between process-oriented
design and implementation. The aim of this paper is to work on the categorical framework based on research4,5. In
this paper, we use the constructs Category and Functor from category theory for the veriﬁcation.
3. The Categorical Framework
Based on research4,5, the categorical framework for veriﬁcation consists of the following steps (See Fig. 1).
(1). Designing: design concurrent systems in CSP, and analyze failures of processes together with communications,
(2). Implementing: implement concurrent systems in Erasmus with the design reﬁnement,
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Fig. 1. The Categorical Framework
(3). Analyzing Abstraction: abstract processes and communications out of the implementation, and analyze failures
of abstracted processes as well as communications,
(4). Categorizing Design: construct categorical models for the design with preserving structures of communica-
tions,
(5). Categorizing Abstraction of Implementation: construct categorical models for the abstraction of implementa-
tion with preserving structures of communications, and
(6). Verifying: construct functors to verify the categorical models of the design and the abstraction.
Each of these steps is discussed in the following sections, detailed discussion and proofs are omitted in this short
paper.
4. Illustrating the Framework by a Running Example
To present the research activities, a vending machine example is given to illustrate the framework. In the example,
a customer orders a drink from a vending machine. The vending machine oﬀers tea as well as coﬀee, and it operates
according to the following process: (1). it accepts a coin from the customer, and (2). it accepts a choice of drink from
the customer before dispensing the drink. The vending machine can repeat this process indeﬁnitely. The customer can
use the vending machine only once to order tea or coﬀee.
In the design stage, a simple version of the vending machine is created by using CSP. In the implementation stage,
an enhanced vending machine from the design is implemented in Erasmus. Category theory is used to verify the
consistency of process communications between the design and the implementation.
4.1. Designing the Example
In the design stage, the vending machine and the customer are modeled as processes VendingMachine andCustomer
respectively. Both processes communicate two messages: one is coin, and the other is tea or coﬀee. A drink is
randomly chosen by Customer. The drink oﬀered by VendingMachine is based on the choice of Customer. According
to the failures in CSP, communications between Customer and VendingMachine are modeled and analyzed as follows:
Alphabet(Customer ‖ VendingMachine) ={coin,tea,coﬀee}
Failures(Customer ‖ VendingMachine) ={{(〈〉, X)|X ⊆ {tea,coﬀee}},
{(〈coin〉, X)|X ⊆ {coin}},
{(〈coin, tea〉, X)|X ⊆ {coin,tea,coﬀee}},
{(〈coin,coﬀee〉, X)|X ⊆ {coin,tea,coﬀee}}}
4.2. Implementing the Example
The implemented vending machine and customer can do more than the design requires: the customer can ask
the vending machine to refund the coin instead of ordering a drink. The Erasmus code for the implementation is as
follows:
Drinks = protocol {coin; refund|coffee|tea; stop}
VendingMachine = process order: +Drinks{
loop{
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order.coin;
select{
||order.refund
||order.tea
||order.coffee
}
}
}
Customer = process get: -Drinks{
get.coin;
case{
||get.refund
||get.tea
||get.coffee
}
}
Main = cell{chnl: Channel Drinks; VendingMachine(chnl); Customer(chnl)}
4.3. Analyzing Abstraction of the Example
According to our former research5, the implementation of the vending machine example is abstracted as follows:
person = coin; case{ refund| tea| coffee }
vendingMachine = loop{ coin; select{ refund| tea| coffee }}
According to the failures in CSP and our former research5, communications between customer and vendingMa-
chine in the implementation are modeled and analyzed as follows:
Alphabet(Customer‖VendingMachine) ={coin, tea, refund, coﬀee}
Failures(Customer‖VendingMachine) ={(〈〉, X) | X ⊆ {refund, tea, coﬀee}},
{(〈coin〉, X) | X ⊆ {coin}},
{(〈coin,refund〉, X) | X ⊆ {coin, refund, tea, coﬀee}},
{(〈coin,tea〉, X) | X ⊆ {coin, refund, tea, coﬀee}},
{(〈coin,coﬀee〉, X) | X ⊆ {coin, refund, tea, coﬀee}}}
4.4. Categorizing Failures of Communications in the Design and the Implementation
Based on the Deﬁnition 4.1, categories for communications in the design (design) and the implementation (Implem-
entation) are constructed (See Fig. 2).
Deﬁnition 4.1. Category of Failures: Each object is of the form (alphabet, failures) to indicate a process. A Mor-
phism A→ B means process A evolves to process B, where alphabeta = alphabetb, and failuresa ⊆ failuresb.
4.5. Verifying the Implementation Against the Design
In the implementation, not only can the custom order tea or coﬀee, but the vending machine can refund the coin.
According to research5, the construction of a functor in proposition 1 can be used to check whether the approach of
ordering tea or coﬀee in Implementation conforms to the approach of ordering tea or coﬀee in design (See Fig. 2).
Proposition 1. design → implementation is a functor. This functor maps objects and morphisms in design to the
corresponding objects and morphisms in implementation as follows:(1). For each object, ocd, in design, there
must be a corresponding object, oci, in implementation, such that ocd can be mapped to oci when each trace in
ocd have the same trace in oci, and the corresponding refusal in ocd is a subset of the corresponding refusal in oci.
(2). For each morphism md : ocd1 → ocd2 in design, there must be a corresponding morphism mi : oci1 → oci2 in
implementation, such that md can be mapped to mi when ocd1 and ocd2 can be mapped to oci1 and oci2 respectively.
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Fig. 2. The functor and categories
5. Conclusion and Future Work
As the continuation of our former research4,5, this paper exploits failures of communications to formally verify
consistency of process communications between design and implementation of concurrent systems. To illustrate those
research activities, a concurrent system is created. In doing so, the design of the system is modeled and analyzed by
failures; the implementation of the system is developed in Erasmus; the failures of the implementation are analyzed
based on abstraction; categories of failures from the design and implementation are created; and by constructing
functors, the consistency of process communications between the design and the implementation is veriﬁed.
Some activities towards the categorical veriﬁcation are speciﬁed in this paper. As a future work, an in depth
explanation with details and proofs will be carried out .
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